0137 + 8182
G 72 23

480 - 3

9471
9977
950

3209 - 0178
25

608
617
502

1110 1.29
0.37 + 14.85 = 3.21 3.4
6.32 - 37.8
9958 9958 322
883 < 7
0.240 + 1.913 = 4.32 - 0.14

8244
5585 - 5900

\[
\begin{array}{c}
8244 \\
5585
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
9959 \\
6400
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
181 \\
26
\end{array}
\]

765
635
571

0.452
124
100

431
0253+2640
8-21-13

4H:00 am
ADS 2218x3 Gpm

2216
2110
5914
6014

201
301
124

1728
125925
116
687.315 539 148

205
105
363 +76 = 439

\[ \begin{array}{c}
363 \\
+ 76 \\
\hline
439 \\
\end{array} \]

-76

\[ \begin{array}{c}
725 \\
- 366 \\
\hline
359 \\
\end{array} \]

-376

\[ \begin{array}{c}
725 \\
- 236 \\
\hline
489 \\
\end{array} \]
2 Cases       Chile with Beans
2 Cases       Ocean Spray Cranberry Juice
1 Case        Ralston Rice Chiefs
82.5 + 92.10 = 174.6
LPB 510 706
7322 - 952 = 6370
2841 / \sqrt{235} = 34
052+1 +1717
+ 786

243 -023 0PM

Gib

2.5
631 + 458
696 - 29
A6S 28711
+ Arr 1
6722 458
7405 - 8896
4336 + 2704
5509
8396
5429
286
964
233
0716 440
0752 10725
3843 9499 336
9249 10559 21

10.91 1.31
9.42
0903 42
C114 23

\[
\begin{align*}
43.45 & \quad -44.34 \quad \frac{306}{76.95} \quad \frac{114.2}{-7} \\
\end{align*}
\]

5 - 94
- 627
\[
\begin{align*}
9.84 & \\
6.24 & \\
\frac{11.28}{50.4} \\
\end{align*}
\]